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robabilities for the model is reduced to three. If a text-dependent verification system
contains a set of speaker-independent word HMMsthat serve as the basis for allowable
verification phrases, then the parameters of the speaker-independent HMMs maybe used.
For example, it may only be necessary to estimate the parameter 1,,,, while obtaining all
ther parameters from the speaker-independent HMMs. Other parameters, such as the
variance estimates of the Gaussian mixture components may be shared within a model, or
even between models. Using these simplifications, typical verification models for text-depen-
dent embedded applications require about 100 parameters per spoken word. However, more
complex signal processing algorithms have been developedthat retain performance with as
jowas 20 parameters per spoken word [12].

Program memory storage necessary for speakerverification will depend on the particular
speaker verification algorithm used. For a typical text-dependent application, the speaker
verification code will be a small addition to the speech recognition code. Processing require-
ments for the front-end feature processing will be similar to the speech recognition code.
Text-dependent recognition requires calculation of the maximumlikelihood path through the
sequence of HMMs making up the spoken phrase. However, unlike speech recognition
applications, speaker verification uses the a priori knowledge of the spoken phrase. This
implies that processing resourceswill be less than those reported for speech recognition. As
an example, as shown in Table 13.1, except for front-end feature processing, the resources for
text-dependent speaker verification using ten digit phrases will be about one-tenth ofthat
reported for digit recognition as reported in Chapter 10.

13.3 Live Fingerprint Recognition Systems

13.3.1 Overview

Theability to implementfingerprint ID systems in mobile devices hinges on the confluence of
two technology developments: the recent commercial availability of very small, low power,
high quality fingerprint sensors and the introduction of a new generation of fast, powerful
DSPs into mobile devices.

In this section we review the engineering elements of designing fingerprint systemsinto the
next generation mobile devices. Webriefly characterize the unique aspects of mobile finger-
print systems, develop the concept of operations for mobile fingerprint systems, and then
examine the critical performance metrics used to control the system design and ensure its
adequacy. The fingerprint system is then decomposedinto its basic elements. Eachof these is
described along with some possible design approaches and implementation alternatives.
Lastly, we describe a prototype system architecture based on the Texas Instruments’
OMAParchitecture, and discuss the design and implementation of a demonstration system
constructed using this architecture.
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OOOO

13.3.2 Mobile Application Characterization

13.3.2.1 End-User Benefits

Live fingerprint recognition on mobile devices makesbasic security and device personaliza.
tion convenient for the user. Entering usernames, passwords, or PIN numbersinto portable
devices is inconvenient enough that most people today don’t use the security and persona.
lization functions in their portable devices. With live fingerprint recognition,a single touch of
the sensor device is all that is required to determine the user’s identity, configure the device
for personal use, or authorize access to private resources.

13.3.2.2 Expected Usage Patterns

A portable device typically has a small group of between one and five users. When an
authorized user picks up the device and presents his/her finger to the sensor, the device
should recognize the user and immediately switch its operation to conform to his/herprofile,

13.3.2.3 Unique Aspects of the Application

Mobile devices require fingerprint sensors that are significantly smaller than any previously
used. This requirement propagates into two aspectsofthe fingerprint system design.Thefirst
challenge is to build an adequate quality sensor small and light enough for mobile devices,
The second challenge comes from the fact that smaller sensors generate images ofsmaller
sections of skin. This meansless datais available for comparison than with the largersensors
typically used for fingerprint recognition. To successfully match smaller fingerprint images
the sensor must generate higher quality and more consistent images, and the matcheralgo-
rithm must be designed to take advantage of the higher quality data.

Alternatively, some systems require the userto slide his finger slowly acrossthe sensor, to
increasethearea offinger surface imaged. This motionis called swiping. While this approach
generates imagery of a larger area ofskin, it seriously distorts the skin and hassignificant
operational and performanceliabilities.

The prototype application discussed later in this chapter uses an AuthenTec AES-4000
sensor with a sensing area just under | cm”. Systems using even smaller sensors are under
developmentat several fingerprint system suppliers.

13.3.3 Concept of Operations

The operational concepts underpinning most fingerprint authentication systems revolve
around three classes of user events: enrollments, verifications, and identifications. Each of
these eventclasses is described below from ahigh-level process view. The proceduresundet-
lying these processes are discussedlater in this chapter.

13.3.3.1 Enrollment

Enrollmentis the process of authorizing a new person to use the mobile device. Ina typical
scenario, the owner of the device authorizes a person to use the device by: authenticating
himself/herself to the device as the owner, creating a new user profile with the desired
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rivileges on the device, and then training the device to recognize the new user’s fingerprints.
Typically the system1s trained to recognize twoorthreefingers for each personin case injury
makes one finger unavailable.

The process of training the fingerprint system to recognize a new finger can be broken
downlogically into the following steps:
e Collection of system training data samples

Feature quality analysis
¢ Template generation
e Template storage

Collection of Training Data Samples
The systemcollects several viewsof a finger, prompting the newuserto lift and replace their
finger on the fingerprint sensor several times. Each finger placementis considered as one
view. Each view may consist of a sequence of image framesthat taken together define a view.

13.3.3.2 Feature Quality Analysis

The collected samples (called views) are analyzed to extract the features that will be used for
matching. The system then assesses the quantity and quality of matchable feature data present
in the views, and estimates the probable robustnessof that feature data. The results of this
analysis determine whetherthe system canusethis set of views for enrollment, or if more, or
better, data are needed.If the data are insufficient, the system may request more viewsofthe
same finger or request the new userto presenta different finger.

Template Generation
If the data is sufficient for enrollment, the system assemblesthe best of the available data and
formats it into a template that will be used as the reference for subsequent matching ofthis
finger.

Template Storage
Theresulting template is then stored under an appropriate encryption schemefor recall during
subsequent verification and identification operations. Templates can be stored on any media
that can hold digital data. On mobile devices templates are typically stored in flash memory.

13.3.3.3. Verification (Claimed Identity Verification)

Verification is the process of authenticating a claimed user identity. A verification event
occurs when: (1) a user indicates his/her identity to the system (usually by typing in a
username) and (2) the system verifies the claimed identity by comparing the user’s live
fingerprint to the template stored for that username. This type of comparisonis often called
a One-to-one comparison becauseonly one stored template is compared to the live fingerprint.

Verification processes generally require significantly less computational horsepower to
perform than identification processes, and may be more reliable. However, verification is
generally less convenient for the user as the username must be entered manually. Given that
user convenience is a primary requirementfor fingerprint systems on mobile devices, veri-
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$s

fication processes are probably inappropriate and identification processes (discussedin the
next section) are preferred.In situations where only one personuses a device (which may be,
significant percentage of devices) the identification process essentially devolvesto a simple
verification, so the performance penalty is minimal.

Data Collection

The system typically collects one view of the finger, which may consist of a sequenceof
image frames. For extremely small sensors, it may be necessary to collect multiple views of
the finger to accumulate enough data to perform the fingerprint match.

Feature Analysis
The collected images are analyzed using various forms of pattern recognition algorithmsto
extract the features to be used for matching.

Matching to a Template
The data from the live finger is comparedto the stored template for the claimed identity anda
probability that the claimed identity is true is estimated from the match results. The system
returns a binary result. The claimed identity is either true orfalse.

13.3.3.4 Identification (Unassisted Identification)

Identification is the process of finding the current user’s identity from a list of possible
identities, based solely on the user’s live fingerprint. Identification processes do notrequire
the user to enter a usernameor any other co-joined authentication. Instead, a single touch of
the fingerprint sensor is sufficient. Identification processes typically require significantly
more computational power than verification. Additionally, in identification processes both
the accuracy andthelatency ofthe process are not constant, as they are functionsofthesize of
the reference dataset being searched.

From the process perspective, identification is similar to verification with two notable
exceptions: (1) no usernameis entered, and (2) the system must perform an indexed search
ofall of the possible enrolled templates to find the matching templateifit exists in the dataset.
The result of the processis either the selected ID or an indication that the presentedfingeris
not in the dataset.

The identification process, with its one-step usage paradigm,is significantly better suited to
convenient personalization than the verification process.

13.3.4 Critical Performance Metrics

13.3.4.1 Biometric Performance

Biometric performance measures evaluate how well the system does the job of recognizing
and differentiating people. At the system level, there are two generally accepted classes of
problemsto be avoidedin these recognition systems. Thefirst class of problems occurs when
the system cannot acquire a reasonable quality image ofthe finger. These usability problems
are mostly associated with the sensoritself, and are called “failure to acquire”errors. In some
systems available today, acquisition failure errors dominate the behavior of the system. The
secondclass of problems occurs whenthe system has adequate imagery but makesanerror in
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rforming the pattern recognition. This second class of problems is more generally asso-
ciated with the pattern matching software, and can be categorized in classical terms as false
accept errors (Type 2) and false reject errors (Type 1).

Usability — Ability to Acquire
Mobile communication devices are rapidly becoming a ubiquitous part of our everyday
environment. As such, the fingerprint systems will have to work for everyone’s fingers.
Failure to operate with fingers that fall outside of a norm — such as elderly, sweaty or dry
fingers — will not be acceptable. The systems will have to work in a wide range of environ-
ments; not just the office and the car, but also the tennis court, the garage, and the ski lodge.
Manyfingerprint sensors are extremely sensitive to the condition of the finger skin that they
must image. Somesensorsavailable today successfully image young healthy fingers, but are
unable to image elderly fingers or fingers with dry skin. Some are unable to function in
environments more demanding than a clean office. And yet, some sensors can adequately
handle all of these conditions.

The Ability-to-Acquire metric measures a system’s ability to capture usable fingerprint
imagesover the range of population demographics, usage patterns, and environmental condi-
tions appropriatefor that intended application. It can be represented as the expected percentage
of successful finger imaging events over the ranges appropriate for a particular application.

For general-purpose mobile communications and information devices we believe that the
fingerprint system’s ability to acquire fingerprints should be in the range of 99.99%, over a
population demographic that represents the entire world population and includes both clean
and slightly contaminated fingers, and over a wide range of both indoor and outdoorenvir-
onments.

Identification/Verification Accuracy
Identification and verification accuracies are usually represented as the percentage of identi-
fication/verification events in which the system delivers an inappropriate response; either
incorrectly rejecting a finger that should match(false reject), or incorrectly accepting a finger
that should not match (false accept). Identification accuracy and verification accuracy (while
using the same type of error metrics) are best treated for this discussion as two different kinds
of specifications that are associated with two different implementationsoffingerprint authen-
tication systems, as discussed earlier in this chapter.

Verification Accuracy

There are two classes of measurementtraditionally used to quantify identification/verification
accuracy. These are the False Accept Rates (FARs)and the False Reject Rates (FRRs). We
believe that mobile communications device applications when used in verification mode
require FARs of 0.1% or less (which is sometimes considered similar to the probability of
someoneintelligently guessing a user-selected four-digit PIN).

Forthis type of live fingerprint recognizer, false reject errors come in two varieties. Some-
times a valid user will place his finger on the sensor and beinitially rejected, but will
immediately try again, repositioning the finger on the sensor, and be accepted. This is called
a nuisancereject. It is a special case that only occursin live fingerprint systems, where the
user can retry immediately. Our informal experience suggests that nuisance reject rates
exceeding the 5-7% range can degrade the user experience and should be avoided. The
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second and far moreserioustype of false reject is the denial-of-service event.In this type of
event, the system fails to accept a valid user’s fingers even after several retry attempts,
Clearly, for user satisfaction reasons, the denial-of-service reject should be avoided. We
believe that denial-of-service FRRs of 0.1% or less will be required for ubiquitous deploy-
ment.

Identification Accuracy

False Accept Errors
Whena system performsanidentification event, it must in essence comparethelivefinger.
print to all of the templates that are considered possible matches for that live finger. For
comparison, when an non-enrolled finger is presented to the system,a verification function
comparesthe finger to only one template. Henceit has only one opportunity to makea false
accepterror. In contrast, whenanidentification system faces that same non-enrolledfinger,it
must compare the finger to all of the templates in the dataset. Hence it has as manyoppor-
tunities to makea false accept error as there are templates in the dataset. It is customary to
treat the verification FARas the base metric for a biometric system. The identification FAR
can then be estimated for practical systems with small databases as the product of the
verification FAR and the size of the template database.

For a mobile information device, let’s assumethat five users enroll twofingers each fora
total of ten templates. If the verification FAR of the system is in the range of 0.1-0.01% then
the identification FAR will be in the range of 1-0.1%.
Confused ID Errors
Systems that perform unassisted identification may mistakenly match enrolled person A’s
finger to enrolled person B’s template. This is a special case of a false accepterrorthatis
sometimescalled a confused ID error. In systems like mobile communication devices where
convenientpersonalization is a key aspect of the application, confused ID errors may be more
problematic than other formsof false accept errors. This is because confused ID errors car
occur anytime the device is used, while false accept of a non-enrolled person can only occur
when an unauthorized person tries to use the device. Confused ID errors also differ signifi-
cantly from false accept of non-enrolled fingers in that confused ID errors are effectively
denial-of-service events to a valid user.

Confused ID error rates as discussed here are specified as the probability that the system
will ever generate a confused ID error based upona specific dataset size. This is in contrastfe
the FAR and FRRthat are specified on a percentage-of-events basis.

Figure 13.6 showsan order of magnitude estimate of the relationship between templateset
size and the probability of a confused ID error for unassisted identify systemsbuilt using
matching subsystems with three different verification FARs: 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001%. A
matcher having approximately a | in 10,000 verification FAR will have approximatelya |
in 1000 probability of confusing someone’s fingerprint at some pointif four people enroll one
finger each.
False Reject Errors

Whena system is constructed to perform real-time identification against a dataset of more
than just a couple templates, it is often not practical to completely comparethelive finger 0
each template in the dataset. It takes too long and/or requires too much processing horse-
power. Practical systems use indexes and filters to select a small list of probable match
candidates from the larger dataset. The full matching process is performed only onthese
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Figure 13.6 Confused ID errorrates vs. template dataset size

selected candidates. The indexing and filtering processes are another source of error since
they may mistakenly prevent the correct template from being evaluated — leading to a false
reject error. Hence the FRRsofidentification functions are usually significantly greater than
those of verification systems even if they are using the samefinal match algorithm.

There is no rule of thumb that can be used to predict the identification FRR from the
verification false reject rate because the performance dependsonthe quality of the indexing
and filtering implementation, and the degree of latency reduction that the indexing and
filtering attempt to achieve.

13.3.4.2 Measuring Biometric Performance and Understanding Test Results

Given the importance of biometric performance to the success offingerprint recognition
applications, it would be useful to have standardized test methods and specification data
that could be used by engineers to predict the biometric performance they could expect of
a particular product in the field. While progress is being made, it is unfortunately not yet
practical to characterize biometric systems in this general way. This section discusses the
problems involved in biometric testing, and some things to watch for when interpreting and
using biometric test results.

Somesystemsare designed to work well in specific types of environments and applications
(like offices or banks). Others are designed to be adjusted so they can function in a wide range
of conditions. The best sensors and systems automatically adaptto the situation presented and
work well in all situations. Many systems fall somewhere in between. To ensure that a
Planned system will be appropriate to its user demographicsandits environment,it is best
to collect test data across the full range of conditions that the expected application will
experience.
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Sensitivity to the Population Demographics

The demographics of the user population that will use a biometric device can have a huge
effect on the biometric performance of the system. User characteristics such as age, gender
occupation, ethnicity, and general health all can have a major impact on the biometric
performanceofa fingerprint system. Too many underlying factors contribute to these depen.
denciesto allow a detailed discussion here. However, we can note thatthe errorrates ofsome
fingerprint systems can vary by factors of 10 depending on the demographicsofthe tey
population.

Sensitivity to the External Environment
Manyfingerprint systemsare sensitive to the weather and climate — especially the tempera.
ture and humidity trends. Systems that work well in Florida during January mayfail miser.
ably in Maine during January, and mayalsofail in Florida during July. Mostofthissensitivity
is due to climate-induced changesin the users’ skin. Testing must be performedacrosstheful
range of weather and climate conditions that the device’s users will encounterduring use,
Since it is the reaction of the human skin to long-term exposure to climate that drives the
variationsseen,it is difficult to use simulated climatesfortesting ofthese effects.To reliably
assess the effects of weather and climate requires testing at multiple locations and during
several seasons.

Sensitivity to Finger Skin Condition and Contamination
Mobile applications of fingerprint systems are very likely to encounter fingers thatare not
completely clean. Even if the user wipeshis finger off before using thefingerprintdevice,the
finger skin often remains contaminated with residues of many different substances. Typical
finger contaminants include: cooking oil, sugar, dust, soil, magic marker, chalk, powder,
moisture, sweat, etc. It is not reasonable to require a user to wash his handsbefore using
the mobile device; therefore the fingerprint system mustbe ableto read throughthesetypes of
finger contamination.

Many fingerprint readers suffer severe performance degradation when presented with
slightly contaminated fingers. Optical fingerprint readers are particularly degraded byfinger
contamination and becauseof this may be inappropriate for mobile applications.

Sensitivity to the Application Environment and User Experience
The performanceoffingerprint systemsis also sensitive to several aspects ofthe application
environment. The mounting and presentation of the sensor determines how accurately and
repeatabletheuser will be able to place his finger on the sensor. A poorly presented sensing
surface will degrade the systems biometric performance significantly.

Systemsthat allow users to practice placing their finger on the sensor (and give feedback 0
help improve the placement) before the finger is actually enrolled have been shown l0
performbetter than systemsthat do notoffer this kindoftraining.

Response Time
Given the expected usage patterns described earlier, fingerprint system must typically
complete the authentication task within 1-3 s from the time the user presents helt
finger.
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13.3.4.3 Security and Spoof Prevention

The fingerprint system is one aspect ofthe overall security system built into the mobile device
and its infrastructure. The fingerprint system is responsible for authenticating the user and
delivering that data securely to the rest of the system. In mobile devices, the most significant
threat likely to be posed against the fingerprint system is spoofing the sensor with a fake
finger.

Spoofing is the use of a mechanicalstructure (that can be placed on the fingerprint sensor)
to fool the sensor into thinking that a real finger having the desired fingerprint pattern has
been placed on the sensor.

The principal objective offingerprint authentication systems on mobile devices is to allow
the user to conveniently achieve low to medium security levels. The fingerprint systems in
these devices would be like the locks on a typical home. Mostresidential door locks and home
security systems makeit moredifficult for the average person to break into a home,butin fact
can be defeated by skilled professional thieves. The advantage ofthese residential systemsis
that they are inexpensive and nottoo difficult to use, while making break-ins significantly
more difficult. Fingerprint systems should follow the same paradigm. It should be inexpen-
sive and simple to use, while making inappropriate use of the protected device significantly
more difficult. One simple way to quantify this basic conceptis to require the cost of defeating
the fingerprint systemto exceed the value realized by the unauthorized person whodefeatsit.
Looking at the issue from a different perspective; if the mobile device of the future is used to
perform financial transactions, its security should be at least equivalent to that of the four-
digit PIN used in today’s debit card systems.

RF E-field sensors such as AuthenTec TruePrint sensors are not fooled by typical latex or
silicon rubber fakes. This type of sensor can detect the complex electrical impedance of the
finger skin and reject fakes that do not present the correct electrical characteristics. While
these devices can be spoofed,it is extremely difficult.

13.3.5 Basic Elements of the Fingerprint System

13.3.5.1 Overview and Architecture

At an overview level, fully realized biometric user identification functionality on a mobile
device can be viewed as containing the following subsystems: (1) fingerprint sensor hard-
ware, (2) a computational platform host, (3) biometric software, (4) system application soft-
ware, and (5) user application software. These componentsareillustrated in the form of a
reference architecture in Figure 13.7.

The fingerprint sensor detects the presence of a finger and converts the patterns on the
finger into an electrical form that can be used by subsequent information processing stages.
The biometric authentication services software manages and optimizes the sensor hardware,
optimizes the fingerprint image, performs feature extraction and matching, and makesdeci-
sions to accept or reject an identity based onthe results of the matching.It is this layer that
typically involves the heaviest computational workloads.

The system application software is the link between the biometric identification system and
the host device resources and operating systems.It provides host specific user interface and
user control functions to the biometric ID system.It also allows biometric identification to be
used to gain access to basic system resources.It performs functions like user login, applica-
tions and data protection, and browser password replacement.
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Figure 13.7 Biometric reference architecture

The user application software performs the main functions that the user desires such as
voice communications, e-mail, word processing, e-commerce,etc. It uses the identification
services to verify the authenticity of the user directing the actions it performs.

13.3.5.2 Fingerprint Sensor Hardware

Candidate Sensor Technologies
Several candidate technologies are currently available for measuring fingerprints within the
size and power consumption constraints imposed on mobile wireless equipment. They
include optical sensors, thermal sensors, capacitive sensors, and RF E-field sensors.

Optical fingerprint sensors small and thin enough for use in mobile devicescan befabri-
cated using molded plastic fresnel optics and CMOSoptical imaging arrays. Their major
advantagesare physical robustnessandindustry familiarity. Their principal disadvantagesare
large size, low image quality, and poor “ability to acquire” finger imagesin less than optimal
conditions.

Thermalarray sensors that detect changes inheat flux can be usedforfingerprint imaging.
In these sensorsthe finger must be in constant motionto generate a signal, hence they are used
by swipingthe finger across the surface. Their major advantages are very small size and low
cost. Their principle disadvantages are distorted, segmented images caused by the finger
swiping motion and poor “ability to acquire” finger images underless than optimal condi-
tions.

Arrays of electronic capacitance sensors can be fabricated into silicon integrated circuils
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that read fingerprints by measuring differences in local fringing capacitance between pixels.
The major advantagesof these devices are small size and simple design. Their major disad-
vantages are physical delicacy, poor image quality, and poor “ability to acquire” finger
images in less than optimalconditions.

Silicon fingerprint sensorscan be fabricated that couple tiny RF signals into the conductive
layer beneath the surface of the finger skin, and then read the shape of this conductive layer
using an array of integrated RF sensors. These RF E-field sensors’ major advantagesare very
high image quality, and a high “ability to acquire” finger images in a wide rangeofless than
optimal conditions. Of the sensing technologies practical for mobile device, these are the only
ones that read beneath the skin surface. Subsurface imaging makes these devicesless sensi-
tive to surface damage and surface contamination than surface reading devices. The major
disadvantages are a degree of physical delicacy, and unique controllogic that is unfamiliar to
the industry.

RF E-field sensors using TruePrint™ technology from AuthenTec, Inc. were used in the
prototype system discussed later in this chapter.

Sensor Implementation
Figure 13.8 illustrates the block diagram for a generic fingerprint sensor. All of the blocks
may not be presentin every sensor, but in mostcases they are. The block diagram provides an
outline for discussion and comparison of various sensors. In recent silicon sensors, most of
the function blocks shownin the diagram are integrated directly onto the sensor substrate.

All sensors start out with some form of signal sourcethat places a signal ontothefinger. In
optical sensors, the signal source is typically a set of LEDs and a regulated power supply. In
thermal sensors the signal sourceis a heater. In RF E-field sensors, the signal source is a small
RFsignal generator.

Energy from the signal source is coupled to the finger and the finger’s response to that
energy is measured by an array of sensor pixels. In optical scanners the pixels are photo-
sensors, in thermal systems the pixels are heat flux sensors. In RF E-field devices the pixels
are metal plates that act as tiny field sensing antennas.

The signal from each pixel may be amplified and processed as necessary underpixel, and
then multiplexed out of the array by scanning control logic. The result of this scan process is
typically an analog signal stream of time multiplexed pixel measurements.

More elaborate signal processing can be applied to the signals once they leave the array
prior to conversion from analog signals to digital signals in an A-to-D converter. The output
of this converter is a digital data stream representing the sequence of pixel signal values
scanned by the multiplexer.

Digital processing may be appliedto the data stream to performtasksnot easily handled in
the analogcircuitry, and to prepare the data for transmission viathe digital interface circuitry
to a processor.

13.3.5.3 Fingerprint Authentication Software

Introduction

The fingerprint authentication software executes on the host device’s processor(s). It operates
as a service that responds to a request for fingerprint authentication from a system-level
program or an application program.

After receiving a program request the software:
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activates the sensor and detects whenafinger is placed on the sensor
collects images from the sensor and managesthe user interaction with the sensor
optimizes the images using various approaches discussed below
estimates the probability that the live image comes from the same finger as previously
stored image data

e determines if the data presented offers sufficient match confidence to declare a verified
user identity

The Processing/Accuracy/Latency Trade-Off
Figure 13.9 illustrates a rough rule of thumbfor order-of-magnitude estimates of the accura-
cies and latencies that can be expected from processors of various capabilities.

These plots represent averages of the range of systems that have seen real commercial
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Figure 13.9 CPU accuracy/latency trade-off

deployment from 1997 to 2000. (Note: while specific implementations can vary, these graphs
on average appear to remain true for 2001.) The accuracy metric used here is the Equal Error
Crossover Rate (EER).

Sensor Control and Image Optimization

Requirements

Different kinds of sensors require different approachesto sensor control and image optimiza-
tion. Optical fingerprint sensors generally only offer a single operational parameter that can
be controlled — the light intensity. These sensors are very simple to control, but cannot adapt
to unusual fingers or environmental conditions. Adaptive sensors like the AuthenTec True-
Print based sensors are widely adaptable, but require more complex sensor controllogic to
utilize that flexibility. Strip sensors that are used with a swiping finger motion have very
special sensor control and image reconstruction needs that require much more complicated
logic than stationary finger sensors.
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Approaches
Sensor Adjustment vs. Post Capture Processing
The performancetrade-offsillustrated in the above rule of thumb assumea systemarchitec.
ture built around a simple or non-adaptive sensor, which generates large volumesofdata that
mustbe optimized through image processing methodsbefore the pattern matchingcan begin,
Industry experienceoverthe last 5 years indicates that several alternative architectures can be
built around more flexible adaptable sensors that can generate better quality image data than
whathas been previously achievable using traditional non-adaptive sensorarchitectures. The
AuthenTec TruePrint™ technology based sensors used in the prototype system fall into this
second category of adaptive sensors. These sensors can be adjusted over a wide range of
operating points across multiple operational dimensions and operating modes. Systemsusing
these sensors are designed as active closed loop control systems. In these systems, when a
finger is placed onthesensor, the image stream is analyzed and the sensor’s operating points
adjusted on the fly. For each frame, the image quality is analyzed, and the sensor's operating
point adjusted toward optimum quality. Theresult is a better quality image thancantypically
be acquired from a simple sensor and extensive image processing. From a processorutiliza-
tion perspective the adaptive sensor systems move some ofthe processing load from the back
end image-processing phase intothe real-time sensor control loop. Thenetresultis typicallya
slightly lower overall computational demand.

These adaptive systems can have somewhat lower CPUutilization thantraditionalsystems
for mostfingers, but most importantly they can generate high quality images of manyfingers
that cannot be imaged adequately by traditional systems. This characteristic makes adaptive
sensor systems more appropriate for applications that must maintain a very low failure rate
across a wide population range and across a wide range of environmentalconditions.

ImplementationAlternatives
This section will focus on automatic adaptive sensor systems, since they are more appropriate
for mobile devices that must work for everyone in a wide variety of environments. The
section will discuss the types of logic that can be used for sensor image optimization, as
well as their advantages and disadvantages. Also discussed is where the sensorcontrol logic
best fits into the overall architecture of a mobile device.

As an example of a highly adaptable sensor, the AuthenTec AES-4000 usedin the proto-
type system (discussedlater in this chapter) was used in that system in a configuration that
allowed effectively five degrees of freedom in the operating point. The adjustments can be
represented as receiver gain, receiver offset, finger excitation voltage, finger excitation
frequency, and demodulation phase shift. The first two parameters, gain andoffset, allow
classic gray-scale normalization of the imagesdirectly at the sensor. Each ofthesefirst wo
degrees of freedom has both coarse and fine adjustment capability on the sensor. The latter
three parameters are used to adapt to the wide range of electrical behavior seen in human
finger skin.

Thereare several approaches to optimizing the image from a sensor with a wide range of
operating points. The choice of approaches is determined by the range of conditionsthat the
system mustoperatein, the kind of matcherto be used (and the nature ofits sensitivities), and
the capabilities of the control processor used.
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Three of the most common methodsof optimization used withflexible fingerprint sensors

.Ty a fixed sequence of pre-selected operating points
e Use static binary search proceduresto find the best operating points
e Use dynamic feedback control regulators to find and track the best operating points

Each of these will be discussed below.
A second aspectarises in characterizing fingerprint sensor control systems. In sensors with

multiple configurable operating point control parameters, several approaches can be used to
deal with the interactions between control parametersthat typically occur in these devices. At
one extreme, the interactions between control variables can be ignored, and the controls can
be optimized independently by treating them sequentially in time. At the other extreme, the
interactions can be modeled and incorporated into a multivariable control algorithm.In this
case the system recognizes the control interdependencies and performs simultaneous opti-
mization on the interacting variables. The trade-off here is significantly improved accuracy
and repeatability from simultaneous optimization at the price of significantly more complex
control logic.
Fixed Sequence of Pre-selected Operating Points
In this optimization strategy a small numberof sensor operating points (typically 2—5 points)
are pre-selected to span the range of user population and environmental conditions in which
the sensor must operate. The control system tries each of these operating points in series until
the image quality criterion is reached. In verify and identify operations with local matching,
the image quality criterion can be a successful match — the system tries each operating point
until a match is achieved. If after trying all operating points no match has been achieved the
match attemptis declared false (finger does not match template). When the matching process
results cannot be used as a quality criterion (such as during the enroll process, or if the
matcher executes remotely from the sensor, or if the matcher is too processing intensive)
image quality estimators must be usedto identify usable operating points. Estimates of image
contrast, brightness, gray scale dispersion, and contrast uniformity have been used as simple
image quality estimators.

The advantage of the sequence of pre-selected operating points approachis its simplicity.
The disadvantages are low image quality when the small numberof operating points selected
cannot adequately span the required range offingers and conditions, and inconsistent images
because the system cannotfine-tune itself to specific images.
Static Binary Search Procedures
Static binary search procedurescan tune the sensor more accurately to the finger than fixed
sequence procedurescan. Theresult is more consistent images over a wider operating range.
In this optimization strategy, the image quality is described by a set of measured and/or
computed process variables. The control system finds sensor operating parameter values that
generate appropriate process variable values using a static binary search of the sensor oper-
ating space. The operating point reachedatthe endofthe binary search is used to generate the
image used for the biometric processing.

Since binary search procedures assumethat the data being searched is stationary, this
approach assumesthat the finger’s imaging characteristics do not change during the period
of time the finger is on the sensorandthesearchis being executed. Unfortunately this assump-
tion is not true in many cases. Whena fingeris placed on the fingerprint sensorthe skin settles
slowly onto the sensor surface by slowly changingits shape to matchflat sensor surface. The
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behaviorofthe skin differs markedly fromthat ofan elastic body, taking on some Propertiesof
viscousfluid. This is sometimescalled thefingersettling effect. The timeit takesthefinger skin
to settle downonto the sensor surface can vary widely depending onthe user’sage, degree of
callousness, skin moisture content, skin temperature, and finger pressure. This time Constant
typically ranges from 0.3 to 4 s, and occasionally approaches 10 s for fingers with certain
medical conditions. A second non-stationary effect is the accumulation of sweatunderthe
sweat glands during the timethe finger is on the sensor. During several secondsofcontact
sweat accumulation can significantly changethe characteristics of the finger. The non-station.
ary aspects of finger skin behavior can makebinary search techniqueslesseffective andcause
wide variations in the quality of the images generated by binary search.

The advantages of binary search procedures include: better quality images — much more
finely tuned images than can be achieved with pre-selected operating points, operational
simplicity, low computational overhead, and widespread programmerfamiliarity with binary
search procedures. The chief disadvantages are inconsistent image quality resulting from
non-stationary finger behavior, and difficulty in adapting binary search to sensorswith multi-
ple degrees of freedom.
Dynamic Feedback Control Regulators
The dynamic feedback control regulators approach is similar in somerespectsto the binary
search approachin its use of process variables. However, it applies different, moreflexible,
methodsof selecting the next operating point. The image quality is again described bya set of
measured and/or computedprocessvariables. The control system finds sensoroperatingpoints
that optimizethe processvariable values using classical analog error regulatoralgorithms. The
system determinesthe process variable error as the difference between the desired process
variable value andits current actual value. Then, using knowledge ofthe sensor’s responseto
changesin its operating point, the system estimates the value of the operating point parameter
that would generate minimum processvariable error, and establishesthat as the new operating
point value. The process is repeated for each image frame, with the regulators constantly
readjusting the sensor operating points to adaptto the continuously changingfingercharacter-
istics. In these systems several image frames are typically submitted to the matcheruntil the
finger has settled to the point where it matches the template. If no matchis achieved after a
reasonable period of time (typically 2-4 s) a “does-not-match”result is declared.
Simultaneous Multivariable Control

The most flexible sensors available today adapt to wide ranges of conditionsby offering
several degrees of freedom within their operating space. Using regulator style controls,
several interdependent process variables can be optimized simultaneously using well-under-
stood multivariable control methods. These methods can produce more repeatable image
optimization than sequential optimization of individual process variables, and will generally
converge faster.

The principle advantages of using regulator style controls are: best quality optimized
images, most repeatable images, and operation in wider ranges of conditions by taking
advantage of sensors with multiple degrees of freedom. The major disadvantages are the
somewhat higher computational loads imposed by regulator systems, more complex control
logic, and less programmerfamiliarity with multivariate analog control design.
Integrating the Sensor Controls into the Architecture

Architecturally there are three places where the intelligence that optimizes the sensor oper
ating point can reside: (1) image analysis and optimization logic can be built into the senso,
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(2) an independentprocessor can be dedicated to sensor image optimization, or (3) the host
stem’s processor can perform the optimization logic.
The logic to implement a controlstrategy based onseveral pre-selected operating points (as

well as the image quality estimation that goes along with it) could be implementeddirectly in
the sensorsilicon at very little extra cost. Unfortunately these simple control strategies cannot
supply adequate image quality across the wide range of user demographics and environmen-
tal conditions needed by consumer mobile devices. We believe that fingerprint systems in
mobile devices will need full-scale dynamic feedback regulator systems to succeed as ubiqui-
tous commercial devices. This type of system needs the resources of a reasonable sized

processor. As a result, it appears to be morecost effective to use the existing host processor
for image optimization rather than build a processor into the sensorsilicon or incorporate a
dedicated processor into the system design for sensorcontrol.

sy

Pattern Matching Algorithms

Input Data

The input data to the pattern matching algorithmsis generally in the form of bitmap images.
The bitmaps may represent skin areas from less than 1 cm? (for the smaller RF E-field
devices) to 4 cm? (for the smaller types of optical devices).

Approaches

Fingerprint images contain a wealth of information, some of whichis stable over time and
some of which is less stable. A wide variety of approaches can be used to algorithmically
extract the stable information from the images and comparethis information across different
finger presentations. Different algorithms have different capabilities and accuracies and
require different amounts of computational horsepower to achieve those accuracies. An
introduction to the most commonclasses of these algorithmsis included in this section.

Algorithms that determine how closely two fingerprint images match can be grouped
according to the specific type of information that they use for the comparison. The following
discussion will use this grouping to discuss the algorithms. Also included will be an assess-
ment of the characteristics of these approaches when implemented in computerized matching
systems for the new generation offingerprint sensors.
A Shift in Focus
The recent appearance of high-quality sensors capable of producing highly repeatable finger-
print images (such as the AuthenTec TruePrint™ sensors) are opening up a new era in
fingerprint matching algorithm approaches.

Algorithms for the previous generation of live fingerprint sensors had to devote large
amounts of computing horsepowerto filtering and conditioning the raw image, and to
attempting to reconstruct the real fingerprint pattern from the often weak and incomplete
image data provided by the sensors.

The use of moving-finger placementstrategies for image acquisition (rolled finger for law
enforcement cards, or swiped finger for strip sensors) introduced large elastic distortionsin
the images that further complicated the matching process. The matching methods focused on
estimating the probability that this weak data in the enrolled templates and in the current
image could be mapped backto the samefinger. The use ofa stationary finger placement on
the sensor rather than a rolled placement or swiped placementhas eliminated the need to
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compensate forthe large elastic distortions that these acquisition methodsintroduced. Henge
the most recent algorithms focus on accurately matching reliable repeatable imagesrathe,
than on estimating probable matches from unreliable data.
A Rule of Thumb

Onerule of thumbfor assessing the value of algorithmic approaches to computerizedfinger.
print matchingis to estimate the amountofdifferentiation achieved by a methoddividedby
the amount of computation required by the method:

Value = Differentiation/Computation

The following discussion uses an informal, qualitative form of this metric to compare some
of the various algorithmic approaches.
Classical Classification

This group of approachesis based ontraditional manual methods.It includes approachessuch
as the Henry system thatclassifies fingerprints into several types based onthe visualpattems
created by the ridges in a finger. The types include whorls, arches, loops, tented arches,etc.
The human visual perception system performs the complex computationsinvolvedinthis
type of analysis very efficiently.

Classical methods like the Henry system are not often used in computerized matching
today because, lacking the efficiencies of the human visual perception system,the differen-
tiation-to-computation ratio of typical implementationsis rather low.
Ridge Minutia
Many computerized fingerprint-matching systems identify features in the image called minu-
tia points. Classical minutia points are those locations whereeithera single ridgeline splits
(bifurcates) into two ridges, or a ridge line terminates. Ridge minutia have beenused in
manualfingerprint matching for many years and are well understood. Thespecific location of
the minutia pointsin fingerprint imageshasverylittle correlation with genetic heritage. Even
in identical twins, the minutia patterns are different. Figure 13.10 illustrates ridge minutia ina
fingerprint.

 
Figure 13.10 Ridge minutiain a fingerprint image
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In computerized systems, these minutia points can be identified within a fingerprint image
using several different image analysis techniques. Theyare then located spatially with respect
to each other using physical measurements — e.g. (x, y) coordinates — or using topographic
references, e.g. number of ridge transitions between the minutia. The result of this minutia
extraction processis a list of minutia points andtheir spatial relationships for the image under
analysis. A comparison is made between two images and a degreeof similarity computed by
comparing the two minutialists.

Ridge minutia algorithms have been common in computerized fingerprint matching since
the early 1980s. They provide a high degree of differentiation when givenfull finger images,
but require a fairly large amount of computationto extract the minutia points from the image.
In minutia systems, the processor workload is not evenly split between the extraction and
matching processes. The matching process is muchfaster than the extraction process. This
makes minutia systems useful as an early step in one-to-many matching systems.

Since ridge minutia are small, localized features, small amountsofnoise or distortion in the
images may hide minutia or simulate minutia, causing false conclusions. Minutia systemsare
difficult to use by themselves in systems that work with smaller image sizes, because some
fingers have such low minutia densities that only a few minutiaare seen in the smaller images.
Ridge Flow Direction Vectors
The directional properties of the fingerprint ridges constitute a feature set that can be used for
matching. A two-dimensional matrix of vectors representing the ridge direction at various
points in the imageis called a ridge flow map. Ridge flow maps(Figure 13.11) can be more
useful matching features in mobile device systems than they have been in the law enforce-
ment systems of the past.

Ridge flow maps haveonly limited utility when evaluating images acquired from rolled
finger presentations (such as produced for law enforcement using ink and cards) due to the

|

 
Figure 13.11 Ridge flow vector matrix superimposed onthe fingerprint image
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high level of shape distortion producedbyrolling the finger across the card. Henceridge flow
mapsare not matched directly in most law enforcement systems. However, many modem
electronic fingerprint scannersuse a slap style of acquisition where the finger is simply placed
stationary on the sensor. This method of acquisition minimizes shape distortion and allows
the ridge flow mapto be used as a reasonable feature set for image matching. (Note thatthe
linear swipe style ofthe fingerprint sensor does not generate low distortion imagesand cannot
take advantage ofthis type of ridge flow matching algorithm.)

Ridge flow matching algorithms can generate a moderate degree of differentiation with a
moderate amount of computation. For lower accuracy applications, the differentiation-to-
computation ratio can be more favorable in ridge flow matching algorithms than in many
others. Since the ridge flow direction is a fairly large feature these algorithmsare notas
susceptible to small amounts of noise as minutia algorithms. However, severely broken
imagesor images with large amountsoftwisting or pulling distortion often cannotbe accu-
rately matched.
Specific Ridge Pattern
The specific ridge pattern itself can be used for matching directly. Systems that look atthe
ridge pattern extract the pattern information by removing the fine structure such as ridge
width variations, pores, and other small-scale features. The resulting ridge lines can be
directly compared using image cross correlation techniques — hence these matchers are
often called image correlation matchers. Figure 13.12 is an illustration of a ridge pattem
map. Note that the fine detail has been removed to enhance accurate representation ofthe
pattern ofthe ridges. Ridge pattern correlators can be extremely accurateif they are combined
with well-constrained distortion mapping algorithms. The distortion analyzer is needed
because even slap prints often exhibit distortion in excess of one ridge width over a 1/4-1/

I

 
Figure 13.12 Normalized ridge pattern map — as used in image correlation matching
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tuation from the images before matching the features. When smaller sensors are used, more
information must be extracted from smaller areas of skin to provide enough datafordiffer.
entiation offingerprints. As a result, methodsof using smaller featurescalledfine structureare
ofconsiderableinterest for use on mobile devices. Twotypesoffine structure information have
been used successfully to aid differentiation in fingerprint matching:pores, and detailed ridge
shape. These will be discussed briefly below. These methods require higher imagequality and
more detailed repeatability from the sensorin orderto be useful.
Pores

Poresare the termination of the sweat ducts on the surface of the skin. They can sometimes be
seen in optical images and are generally even more pronouncedonsensorsusingelectronic
imaging techniques. Pores are knownto be stable over time and are occasionally usedin
forensic fingerprint identification. Figure 13.13a showsthe pores on an imagetaken with an
AuthenTec RF E-field fingerprint sensor. Notice that strong pores are clearly visible evenat
250 ppi resolution using an RF E-field sensor.
Ridge Detail Shape and Thickness Variations
Ridge detail, shape, and thickness variations are other types of fine structure that are fairly
stable and can be used for differentiation in fingerprint matching. The detail structure ofthe
area aroundthe core, deltas, and minutia points are sometimes used becausethese regionsare
easy to locate and often contain a lot of entropy in the detail. Alternatively areas not contain-
ing large-scale structure can be compared for detail structure when a large-scale structure is
not available. Figure 13.13b shows some examplesof ridge detail structure.
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Multiple Algorithm Matching | _
Fingerprim SHERI systems often combine several algorithmic methods, such as those
gigcussed above, to achieve high match accuracy. The best results are obtained when the
clected methods Use orthogonal features classes. Combining suchstatistically independent
‘atching algorithms may increase confidencelevels beyond that which is practical for a
single algorithmic approach.

13.3.6 Prototype Implementation
13.3.6.1 Description
Aprotolye® implementation of fingerprint recognition in a mobile device was constructed and
demonstrated at the GSM conference in February 2001. The prototype demonstrated live
real-time fingerprint authentication using a very small silicon fingerprint sensor (AuthenTec
AES-4000) and a combination microcontroller + DSP development board (Texas Instru-
ments’ OMAP developmentboard). Thearchitecture of the prototype system is illustrated in
Figure 13.14.

13.3.6.2 Functions

The demosystem allowedenrolled usersto use their fingerprint to access website accountsthat
were previously secured by standard personal passwords.Foreach user, the system stored the
user's passwords and the associated website accounts in encryptedinternal storage. The data
becomes available and is sent to the website whenthefingerprint is successfully verified.

Table 13.2 Componentoperating speeds in the OMAPprototype system andin the production OMAP
3.1 integrated part
 

 
System component OMAPprototype OMAP3.1

AuthenTec AES-4000 sensor

Frame rate (frames/s) 7 7

Comm speed (Kbytes/s) 100 100

ARM-925 processor

Clock speed (MHz) 64 175
VO bus speed (MHz) 12 12

C5510 DSP processor
Clock speed (MHz) 40 200

System authentication latencies: (nominal)
Image acquisition latency (s) ]
Fingerprintverification matching (s) 0.5
Total latency (s) <2
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13.3.6.3 Architecture

Platform Performance
Whilethe performance of the OMAPsystemwaslimitedby its board level implementation of
the interprocessor bridge, it was sufficient to demonstrate the basic functionality ofsystem,

Component operating speeds in the OMAPprototype system andin the production OMAp
3.1 integrated part are shownin Table 13.2.

13.3.7 Prototype System Processing

13.3.7.1 Sensor Control and Image Optimization

Sensor Scanning and Data Acquisition
Mostfingerprint readers have some form of an array of sensitive spots built into a
silicon substrate that receives energy from the section of the finger placed over them,
These spots called pixels serve as energy transducers; converting light, heat, orelectric
fields into electrical signals. Scanning a fingerprint requires that each of these transducers
be read and the resulting signals measured and converted to digital form for use by a
computer. The AuthenTec AES-4000 sensor used in the prototype has over 8000 ofthese
pixels.

Sensor scanning is primarily controlled by logic internal to the AuthenTec AES-4000
sensor. The sensor detects the presence of a finger and begins image streaming. Array
scanning logic and timing are internal to the sensor as well as all the timing and
sequencing for the RF demodulation, analog data acquisition, and digital-to-analog
conversion.

When using sensors that do not have internal scan control logic, the host CPU would
control and sequencethe detailed scanning and data acquisition process.

Gray Scale Normalization
Gray scale normalization is the process of adjusting the imagesothatthe featuresofinterest
can be easily discerned, by positioning the information about those features uniformly across
the gray scale range of the image.It is like adjusting the aperture and shutter speed of an
optical camera, or the contrast and brightness of a CRT.

In the AuthenTec AES-4000 sensorthe gray scale normalizationtaskis split betweenthe
on-sensor logic and the host CPU.

Histogram Processing

While scanning the image, the sensor is also accumulating a gray scale histogramofthal
image. To reducethe time required for gray scale optimization the sensorinitially sends only
the histogram to the host without the image. The host analyzes the histogram as discussed
below in AGC control, and sends the sensor new operating points to improve the gray scale.
Whenthe host determinesthat the histogram is close enough to optimal foruse, it tells the
sensorto start sending complete images along with the histograms.

AGCcontrol

The AGC controls are implemented as software running in the ARM 925 processot. The
current demo runs simplified control logic to reduce the load onthe prototype board proce
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sor. In order to achieve the acquisition capabilities needed for general purpose mobile
devices, implementations designedforfull speed integrated OMAPprocessorswill probably
execute a more capable control system similar to the three-level hierarchical control system
ysed in some of AuthenTec’s PC based systems.

Spatial Filtering
In many systems, the fingerprint imageis filtered to emphasize the features of interest and
remove elementsthat will confuse feature recognition. Thefilters used vary depending on the
class of features used for matching and on the type ofartifacts and noise introduced by the
sensor.

Edge Sharpening and Baseline Variation Removal
Edge sharpening and baseline variation removalare generally performed using someform of
two-dimensional spatial bandpass filter. The AuthenTec sensor used in the prototype

performs this function on-sensor using parallel processing hardware integrated into the
sensor's pixel electronics. Removing undesired signal information at the sensor reduces
the required channel bandwidth downstream of the sensor and reduces the processing work-
load of the entire system.

Sensorsthat do not contain integrated spatialfiltering often require digital spatial filtering
as an early step in the image processing thread.

Artifact Removal

Manytypes ofsensors generateartifacts in their output images that must be removed to avoid
confusing the subsequent feature extraction and pattern recognition processes.
Fixed Pattern Noise

Fixed pattern noise is spatial signal variation that is stationary with respect to time. Fixed
pattern noise comesprimarily in two formsin fingerprint sensors: repetitive scanning noise
and random pixel noise. Repetitive scanning noise is generated by differences in the data
acquisition paths taken by data from the sensor’s structural grouping of the pixels. It is
typically visible as row artifacts, column artifacts, or region artifacts. Random pixel noise
comes from random variation in the characteristics of the individual pixels. Removal of
random pixel noise usually entails construction and maintenance ofa detailed pixel perfor-
mance map for each individual sensor.

For the prototype system using the AuthenTec AES-4000sensor, no fixed pattern noise
removal was necessary. Some of AuthenTec’s higher performance PC based fingerprint
systems use a scan noise reductionfilter to clarify the images from extremely dry fingers.
Similar filters may be used for the high performance systems envisioned for mobile devices.
Data Skew from Finger Movement
Sensors that require finger movement(suchas swiping) during scanning must compensate for
varying shift in finger position during the scan process.If the sensoris a narrow strip, multiple
one-dimensional imagestrips must be collected.If their data is to be used collectively, spatial
relationships between the strips must be established and the strips integrated into a single
image. This partial image integration process is sometimecalled stitching.

The AuthenTec AES-4000 sensorusesa slap presentation rather than a swipe. No finger
movementoccurs during the scan henceit does not require data skew compensation or image
stitching.
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Time Varying Noise

Sensors may exhibit time varying noise for a wide variety of reasons. In single imagesnap.
shot systemslittle can be doneto correct this. The same is generally true for swipe systems.
Multiple image frames from streaming systemslike the AuthenTec AES-4000 canbe time.
integrated to reduce the effects of time varying noise.

The prototype systemdid not require integration at the image framelevel to reducenoise,
This type of processing may become more important with lower voltage sensors that operate
closer to their noise floor.

Image Feature Optimization
Sensors with very flexible operating characteristics can be adjusted to optimize theclarityof
the specific feature type the matcher uses. This behavior can allow the sensorto acquire
images of very unusual fingers that require operating points far removed from thetypical
norm. This type of adaptation requires that the feature extractor provide an estimateofthe
clarity of the features it is using, and that the sensor has an adjustment mechanismthataffects
the imaging of those features.

The AuthenTec TruePrint sensor technology offers several patented adaptive mechanisms
for clarifying fingerprint ridges. Two of the most useful of these are the demodulation phase
adjustment and the excitation signal frequency and amplitude adjustments.

Excitation Signal and Demodulation Phase Shift

The dead skin through which the signals pass in TruePrint sensors is an extremely compli-
cated electrical structure. When presented with an AC excitation signal, both real and imagin-
ary currents can flow, and minute pockets of trapped saline may exhibit electrical-field
saturation and hysteresis effects. These characteristics make different fingers respond differ-
ently to different excitation frequencies and amplitudes. Optimizing the frequency and ampli-
tude of the excitation signal for best feature clarity can significantly improve the systems
ability to acquire unusualfingers.

Synchronous demodulation schemes such as employed in the AuthenTec sensors allow
those systemsto differentiate the real and imaginary component of the measuredsignalby
shifting the phase of the demodulation clock with respect to the excitation signal. This capabil-
ity can be used to suppressthe effects of surface perspiration on the clarity of the image.

The prototype system implemented a binary search through the demodulationphaseshift
space to clarify the images of sweaty fingers. The prototype enhancedvery dry finger acqui-
sition by adjusting the excitation frequency. It used two excitation frequencies, trying one
first and if sufficient image quality could not be obtained trying the second.

13.3.7.1 Pattern Matching Algorithm

The pattern matching algorithm on the prototype system waslimited to a single stage,single
feature-type algorithm because of the limited computational performance of the OMAP
concept demonstration board.

The monolithic silicon implementation of the OMAParchitecture is expected to be capable
of executing accurate multi-stage, multiple feature-type matching algorithms, that have
demonstrated (on other computing platforms) the biometric performancelevels webelieve
are required for mobile communications and information devices.
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13.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented two of the most promising techniques for user authentica-
tion within mobile handsets. Both speech and fingerprint techniques now exist and can be
implemented using compute powerthatis presently available on modern DSPs. This chapter
discussed the technical challenges faced by each method, and the engineering trade-off
decisions that must be made in order to obtain the desired level of performance. The use
of such technology is now dependent on ourability to integrate it into the handset in a user
friendly and efficient manner

Reliable user identification capabilities working together with secure communications
capabilities can allow the mobile wireless device to become a highly capable and secure
personal controller for the electronic systemsthat serve us. Whole new classes of applications
programs on the mobile device platform can now perform secure remote control of every-
thing from our investment portfolios to the locks on our homesand cars.
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